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David's Story 
David was a young man in his early 60’s

when he suddenly suffered a stroke and

then was diagnosed with vascular

dementia. His dementia made daily life 

very difficult and it was clear to his family

that he could no longer live on his own.

David moved to Lincoln so his son, Blake,

could help care for him.

Case Study:

Vascular

Dementia

Blake did his best to care for his dad while

working, but felt as though he wasn’t able

to balance his career and caregiving to the

degree he would like to. After spending

time being unhappy in a facility, David and

Blake realized it was best for David to

remain as independent as possible.

The Challenge

Our Solution
Home Care Partners has partnered with

Blake to provide Memory Care Support

services for David. As physical activity is

very important for individuals in David’s

condition, our caregivers make it a

priority to keep David active and

engaged throughout the day. 

The collaboration between Blake and our

Care Team has enabled the team to give

David the best possible care and make

sure he feels comfortable at all times. Our

team continues to strengthen the

relationship through information from

David’s photos and journals.



The Outcome
Home Care Partners has been providing services over the last three years for

David. Within that time he has been able to reduce the need for his anxiety and

behavior medications, he continuously feels happy and safe, and he can

complete tasks on his own. Independence in the home is unique for someone

with memory issues, but David has been able to accomplish this with the

assistance and organization provided by Home Care Partners.
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We are here to provide exceptional Memory Support.

Let's connect and create a plan today.


